The Dutch ‘Hunger Winter”: 1944-45

From Liberationroute.com website:
In the Netherlands, the winter of 1944-1945 was one of the harshest on record. During this
time a large part of the country suffered from severe shortages of food and fuel which in the
end would directly result in the death of some 20,000 civilians. The famine, known as the
‘Hunger Winter’, would last until the surrender of German forces in May 1945.
These problems had been foreseen for a long time. In September 1944 the first warnings of
an impending food shortage reached the Dutch government in exile in London. Initially no
action was taken. The Dutch officials and the Allied high command had hoped that the
northern part of the country would be liberated after the successful completion of the Allies’
‘Operation Market Garden’. This was not to be the case. Operation Market Garden failed
and the country was divided into an occupied northern half and a largely liberated southern
half.
In September the Dutch government in exile appealed to the Dutch railway workers to go on
strike in support of Market Garden. The strike was intended to cripple the Dutch
infrastructure and prevent the German army from quickly and effectively moving forces and
supplies to the front. 30,000 workers responded to the call and went on strike. This created
logistic problems for the German troops but also contributed to the already existing food
shortages in the Western provinces.
Reprisals by the German occupiers aggravated the situation. The German military took
control of the railway network and cut off food and fuel transports to the Northwestern part
of the Netherlands for six weeks. The ensuing famine, known as the ‘Hunger Winter’, would
last until the final surrender of German forces in the Netherlands in early May 1945.
Eyewitness accounts
"Along the road we saw a lot of people wrapped up in all kinds of shabby old clothes, trying
to keep warm, some pushing baby carriages with a child or a little bit of food or
clothing. They were walking from farm to farm looking for food. But they had to spend such
a long time on the road, they seldom came home with anything; they ate it on the way."
Bert Bochove
"Food was becoming increasingly scarce, and the typical daily diet consisted of fake tea
made with cherry leaves, fake bread made with ground peas and potato starch, and fake
meat made with barely, oats or turnips."
Ernest Cassuto

"The children here run about in just a thin blouse and clogs; no coat, no hat, no stockings, and no one
helps them. Their tummies are empty; they chew an old carrot to stay the pangs, go from their cold
homes out into the cold streets and, when they get to school, find themselves in an even colder
classroom. Yes, it has even got so bad in Holland that countless children stop the passers-by and beg
for a piece of bread. I could go on for hours about all the sufferings the war has brought, but then I
would only make myself more dejected. There is nothing we can do but wait as calmly as we can till
the misery comes to an end. Jews and Christians wait, the whole earth waits; and there are many
who wait for death."
Anne Frank

From Wikipedia:
Food stocks in the cities in the western Netherlands rapidly ran out. The adult rations in
cities such as Amsterdam dropped to below 1000 kilocalories (4,200 kilojoules) a day by the
end of November 1944 and to 580 kilocalories in the west by the end of February 1945. [5]
Over this Hongerwinter ("Hunger winter"), a number of factors combined to cause starvation
of the Dutch people: the winter itself was unusually harsh and the retreating German army
destroyed docks and bridges to flood the country and impede the Allied advance. As the
Netherlands became one of the main western battlefields, the widespread dislocation and
destruction of the war ruined much of its agricultural land and made the transport of
existing food stocks difficult.
The areas affected were home to 4.5 million people. Butter disappeared after October 1944.
The supply of vegetable fats dwindled to a minuscule seven-month supply of 1.3 liters per
person. At first 100 grams of cheese were allotted every two weeks; the meat coupons
became worthless. The bread ration had already dropped from 2,200 to 1,800 and then to
1,400 grams per week. Then it fell to 1,000 grams in October, and by April 1945 to
400 grams a week. Together with one kilogram of potatoes, this then formed the entire
weekly ration. The black market increasingly ran out of food as well, and with the gas and
electricity and heat turned off, everyone was very cold and very hungry. [6]
In search of food, people would walk for tens of kilometers to trade valuables for food at
farms. Tulip bulbs and sugarbeets were commonly consumed. Furniture and houses were
dismantled to provide fuel for heating. From September 1944 until early 1945 the deaths of
18,000-20,000 Dutch people were attributed to malnutrition as the primary cause, and in
many more as a contributing factor.[5]

